




Science is just one way of

our natural environments.

interpreting



This paper explores the role of interpretation
in the relationship between a society and their
natural environments, arguing that the channels
by which we traditionally receive signals to be
interpreted represent a narrow selection of
those that can be used for interpretation.



in·ter·pre·ta·tion
/inˌtərprəˈtāSH(ə)n/
verb

the action of understanding the meaning of a phenomenon, linguistic or otherwise

Condition 1: The receiver reconstructing the meaning of  a symbol is 
versed in that set of  symbols

Condition 2: The receiver possesses a sufficient set of  similar subjective 
states with which to accurately reconstruct the intended communication



(Signals)



What do strawberries taste like?

[Yahoo answers] Has a slight bitterness underneath the strong sweetness followed by a faint 
sour flavor with strong distinct scent and a unique texture in the mouth. 

[theconversation.com] As strawberries ripen, their sugar content rises from about 5% in unripe 
green fruit to 6–9% on ripening…the ripening process is controlled by a hormone called auxin. 
When its activity reaches its peak, it causes the cell wall to degrade and so a ripe strawberry 
becomes juicy as well as sweet. At the same time, gaseous molecules from the strawberries 
make their way up the back of  the throat to our nose when we chew on them, where they plug 
into “smell receptors”….

(you can eat the strawberry now)



The interpretive stance is how one is positioned toward an 
interpretive situation that makes salient the set of  interpretive 

signals that are attended to in that specific interpretive situation





Mercury Mine

Timber Harvest






Thank you!



Standard Argument

P1. Considering more experiential modes (e.g. sensory) will increase the types of  signals 
that can be interpreted from the environment

P2. If  the number of  types of  signals that can be interpreted from the environment is 
increased, then one’s interpretive stance toward the environment is broadened

P4. If  one’s interpretive stance toward the environment is broadened, then the (un)tenable 
actions/behaviors towards the environment can be modified in accordance with the 
broadened stance

C1. Therefore, if  we consider more experiential modes, then the actions/behaviors 
rendered (un)tenable toward the environment can be modified in accordance with the 
broadened stance [P1-3]
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